
View of the Queen’s House from across the Thames
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Overview
by Adrian Cave 

If a single idea can encapsulate the concept of
access with elegance, this is demonstrated at
the Queen’s House. The classic problem of
access into historic buildings is that most have
a flight of steps up to the main entrance. The
Queen’s House, designed by Inigo Jones in
1616 and completed in 1635, was the first
Renaissance building in England. This set the
pattern for subsequent buildings in the
classical style, with a double flight of steps up
to the main central door on the north side. The
building is symmetrical and provides the axis
which formed the basis for Sir Christopher
Wren’s massive and equally symmetrical
composition for Greenwich Hospital (now the
Old Royal Naval College), completed in about
1752. The other notable feature of the House
is that it was built as two separated blocks on
the north and south sides of the former
Deptford to Woolwich road (moved north to
form the present Romney Road in the 1690s),
with the first floor forming a bridge across
the old roadway. From this, small doorways,
with short steps up immediately inside, were
the usual visitor entrances and exits from the
time it became a public building in 1937 until
1990.

After less-radical options had been considered,
the active support of English Heritage was
gained for a bold initiative to provide a new
accessible entrance on the northern central
axis. This has been the main public frontage of
the House and what are now the flanking
wings of the National Maritime Museum
(NMM) (of which it is part) since about 1860,
when railings replaced the walls that used to
flank Romney Road between the House and
the former Naval College. 

This north entrance, down two or three pre-
existing outside steps into the basement
(ground level on the north side), had become
the main public entrance in 1990 as part of a
major renovation programme completed at
that time. It had already brought significant
advantages, allowing the public reception
area, cloakrooms and WCs to be located at
basement level, leaving the two main floor
levels (upper ground floor and first floor) clear
and uncluttered for the display, first, of the
architecture itself and, second, of the historic
pictures of the NMM’s important paintings
collection. That said, the unobtrusiveness of
the basement door itself, without any visual
sense of approach, and the steps down to it,
still constituted a problem.

Providing full accessibility into the Queen’s
House via the basement involved the
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New step-free entrance at the Queen’s House

The uncluttered Great Hall, which provides a central focus to the Museum

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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installation of a lift into one of the most
architecturally sensitive buildings in the
country. Research revealed that a secondary
internal wooden stairway, in two unmatched
sections, had been a relatively late addition
and, again with the active support of English
Heritage, it was decided to remove this
stairway in order to create space for the
construction of a new lift and staircase. The
only loss of original structure was a small
section of the brick vaulting between the
basement and the floor immediately above.
The need for access through the lift shaft from
opposing ends of each floor, however, means
that the space for the lift itself is very
restricted – effectively a third of the area of
the shaft with the stairway occupying another
third. The lift car is, therefore, only 1070mm
deep and 2070mm wide, more restricted for
wheelchair users than the recommended
minimum platform size of 1400mm deep by
1100mm wide. However, it was concluded that
it would be more reasonable to have a lift with
a restricted space than no lift at all. Most
people with a manual wheelchair, or with a
small electric wheelchair, are now able to visit
all the public areas on the three floors of the
Queen’s House. 

This has been achieved without compromising
the architectural quality of the building, or the
elegant display of pictures and other exhibits
in their historic context. Most of the written
panels and labels are provided at levels and in
formats legible for most people, whether
standing or in wheelchairs, and information is
also available in other formats when required. 

The access improvements at the Queen’s House
are a notable example of access with elegance
at a significant and very sensitive historic
building.

Client’s account
by Helene Mitchell, National Maritime Museum

‘Throughout its history of over 300 years, the
Queen’s House has been used for its intended
purpose for only seven, from 1635–42. Even
then, what the House represented to architect
and patron was… ephemeral and accessible,
physically and conceptually, only to a few.’
These assertions by John Bold (in Greenwich:
An Architectural History of the Royal Hospital

Gallery in the Queen’s House
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for Seamen and the Queen’s House) are hard
to refute, but with the new millennium came
several changes which have opened up the
House in every sense.

Brief history of the Queen’s
House

Inigo Jones designed and began the Queen’s
House in 1616–17 for Anne, wife of James I,
but her death and lack of money delayed its
completion until about 1635, when Charles I
and his queen, Henrietta Maria, used it as a
‘House of Delight’ for a few years before the
Civil War. A rural retreat set behind the Royal
Palace of Greenwich by the river, it was in
effect two buildings with a linking first floor
‘bridge’ which straddled the busy Deptford to
Woolwich road. Jones’ clever design allowed
the court to cross from the Palace gardens to
the Park without muddying its feet. 

Two further bridge rooms were added in the
1660s, when Charles II required more
accommodation, thereby transforming the
ground plan of the House from an ‘H-shaped’
into the square building we see today (see
drawings pp 28–29). The ‘road’ still bisects the

House, but while this affords a marvellous vista
along the east/west axis, (see p 33), it also
poses major access problems. These are
compounded by the difference in north-to-
south ground levels – south being nearly 2m
higher – and the early 19th century colonnades
that connect the House to flanking wings. Built
with the colonnades, the wings augmented the
House in its late-Georgian conversion as a
naval orphanage school, formally renamed the
Royal Hospital School in 1892. 

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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This detail from Hollar’s 1637 Panorama of Greenwich shows the newly completed Queen’s House from the
park. The wall flanking the Woolwich–Deptford Road is clearly shown, with the Palace of Placentia beside
the Thames
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National Maritime Museum

When the NMM was established in 1934, it was
agreed that it would occupy all these
buildings, which the School had just vacated,
with the Queen’s House as its centrepiece. The
Museum has managed the House ever since,
using it as a series of galleries to display its
collections, especially paintings, although
never in ideal conditions. In 1984, a working
party led by Richard Ormond (Director of
NMM,1986–2000) was set up to reconsider the
House’s future and the way it was to be
presented to the public. £3.5m was spent on
major restoration work, with English Heritage
closely involved.

The intention was to ‘respect and preserve the
surviving historic fabric’, so perhaps it was not
surprising that the reaction of English Heritage
and the architectural establishment was totally
negative when in 1986 the Museum proposed
inserting a lift. There was a precedent for such
an ‘intrusion’: Het Loo (a late 17th century
hunting lodge in Holland) had recently
undergone major restoration work, including
the successful installation of a small lift, but for
one of England’s earliest and finest classical
buildings, this was considered unacceptable.
The idea was quickly abandoned and an
opportunity lost. 

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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The building phases of the Queen’s House, based on structural and documentary analysis. The original ‘H’
becomes a square with the additional bridge rooms, creating a King’s side to the east and a Queen’s side to
the west
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Impetus for change

During the 1990s, the Museum increasingly
accepted the need for improved access, both
physical and intellectual. In 1989, it had
created the post of access officer and set up a
working group of representatives from across
the organisation to keep abreast of changes
taking place in accessibility provision. Regular
meetings were held, training offered and
conferences attended, with modest financial
support. The NMM was the first national
museum formally to adopt a Disability Access
Policy, just a year after the DDA 1995, and it
maintained a reputation for being ‘ahead of
the game’ throughout the Act’s successive
phases. While some disabled people were soon
able to appreciate the history and architecture
of the Queen’s House through the imaginative

use of raised drawings, audio guides and
handling materials, it none the less remained
completely inaccessible for anyone in a
wheelchair. Mobile ramps were tried but
deemed too unstable for safety. 

In 1997, the Museum decided to hold a major
exhibition in the Queen’s House to mark the
millennium. This required it to revisit the
whole issue of how the House should be used.
By then it was unthinkable to mount an
international exhibition without ‘access for all’,
and the Director set up a small working party
to address the challenge. Once again English
Heritage was approached: this time, 10 years
on, they were prepared to accept the need,
but with the proviso that the changes were to
be discreet and ‘of the highest architectural
quality’.

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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The Queen’s House looking east and clearly showing the different ground levels, with the 19th century
colonnades and East Wing by Daniel Alexander
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Selecting the architects

Three architects were approached. Stanton
Williams, who had very successfully modified
the Museum’s old Royal Observatory buildings
in Greenwich Park for their re-opening in 1993,
were eager to be considered. Julian Harrop
Architects and Allies and Morrison were also
short-listed, since both had extensive
experience of working within historic buildings
and dealing with English Heritage, Commission
for Architecture and the Built Environment
(CABE) and other advisory bodies. The
complexities of the building were known to all
the candidates, but site visits confirmed the
problems. The client brief was kept simple: to
provide wheelchair access to as much of the
Queen’s House as possible. 

Stanton Williams were the first to submit their
proposals in the late summer of 1997. Theirs
was a radical approach. The visitor entrance
would be via the Orangery, facing the Park,
with a lift going up from the basement
kitchens through two cabinet rooms on the
south side. At ground level, glazed links under
the east and west bridge rooms would
overcome the problem of the bisecting road.
The concept was very bold and not only
English Heritage quailed at the prospect: the

Client baulked too! It did, however, prompt
the Museum to re-evaluate the visitor route,
both to the House and within it. 

There was (and is) no easy solution: its various
entry levels, its lack of an obvious front door,
the unsightly requirements for ticketing and
cloakrooms, all had to be considered in the
light of accommodating disabled people. The
brief was accordingly tightened for the two
other contenders. The entrance would be from
the north through the door under the terrace,
requiring an external ramp down; the
basement would provide the necessary visitor
facilities and lead to the lift, which, with a
stairway, would be accommodated within a
space occupied by an existing backstair (see
plan below).

Julian Harrop was not convinced that both a
lift and stair could be squeezed into this area
and he thought it probable that the wall to
the first floor Queen’s Ante-Room would have
to be removed, as well as its fireplace. This was
worryingly intrusive, and when Allies and
Morrison’s feasibility study showed both a
generous lift and a refined stair fitting neatly
within the allocated space, the Museum had
little hesitation in appointing them, with Diane
Haigh as project architect, in January 1998.

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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Plan of the Queen’s House as restored in 1990. (A) shows where Stanton Williams proposed their lift, with
(B) indicating where the lift was installed in 1999
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Consultation

This did not leave much time as the
millennium exhibition, The Story of Time, was
scheduled to open on 1 December 1999.
Consents and permissions were sought and
granted. The Museum of London
Archaeological Service was commissioned to
undertake the extensive surveys required by
English Heritage. John Bold (from the Royal
Commission of Historical Monuments of
England) and Gordon Higgott (English
Heritage) were frequently on site, advising as
to what the brickwork revealed, or a fragment
of 18th century plasterwork might confirm.
The only loss of original fabric was a small
section of brick vaulting between basement
and ground floor levels.

In July 1998, David Bonnett Architects were
appointed to act as the project’s architectural
access consultants. Apart from his informed
advice and technical expertise, the Museum
came to appreciate David’s sympathetic
approach to ‘the art of the possible’. He
accepted that, very occasionally, best practice
and optimum solutions had to be
compromised because of the iconic nature of
the building, but he also knew when to stand
his ground.

The Museum’s access officer, Jane Dewey, was
involved early in the project to add her
experience to the design details. She invited
Tony Davis, Greenwich borough access officer,
to attend meetings with the architects where
he offered useful and practical advice. A
contingent of local wheelchair users tested the
proposed wheelchair route, which as nearly as
possible followed that for the general public,
and declared themselves well satisfied. Signage
issues were addressed with the advice of a
visually impaired consultant and an audio loop
was installed.

Regular work-in-progress meetings were held
between architects and staff, particularly
important for the front-of-house teams and
the NMM education department. The latter
had ambitious plans for interpretation
programmes and events in the House, and
early in the project it was decided that two
rooms adjacent to the lift and near the
entrance would be allocated for their use.
Care was taken to equip and furnish these
rooms with easy access in mind. In short, there
was a concerted attempt to inform the
architects of access needs as perceived by the
client.

Successful conclusion

In May 2001, the Museum re-launched the
House as a showcase for its extensive and
valuable art collection. A discreetly flexible
lighting system ensures that paintings can be
properly viewed and the building’s classical
architecture fully appreciated. Apart from the
difficulty of crossing the bisecting road at
ground level, everyone can now reach every
part of the building and enjoy its interiors. As
with many good solutions, several benefits
have resulted from the changes. The lift not
only accommodates two wheelchair users at a
time but also allows for the convenient
movement of large and heavy artefacts. The
new stairs are not only aesthetically an
improvement on the indifferent 19th century
wooden ones they replace; they are also safer
and provide a continuous link to all three
floors on the west side of the Great Hall, which
was not previously the case. 

The gently inclining stone path leading to the
basement door on the northern central axis
now attractively defines the approach to the
entrance, at the original 17th century ground
level, serving both the general public and the
wheelchair user alike. The basement has been
re-rendered to create a more easily navigable
area for visitors and leads conveniently both to
the lift and the improved, accessible
cloakroom. On the south (Greenwich Park) side
of the House, a concealed Portland stone ramp
was included in the project, obviating the need
to negotiate the low steps into the Orangery, a
space frequently used for events and corporate
entertainment (see photo below).

The Museum regards this as an extremely
successful project. The alterations have been
elegantly achieved at a cost of less than

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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Ramp improving access to the south front
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£1million and within tight time constraints,
and English Heritage have rightly declared
them ‘exemplary’.

Architect’s account
by Diane Haigh, Allies and Morrison 

The Queen’s House was designed by Inigo
Jones to span between two worlds: between
the safe walled enclosure of the riverside
Tudor palace of Placentia and the ‘wilderness’
of the hunting park beyond. In making this
leap, it bridged over the main riverside road
into London. This has meant that circulation in
the house was inherently complex, as the first
floor apartments had always been the only
level to link across the road.

The Queen’s House was unsuitable for use as a
gallery without inclusive access. Keen to stage
their millennium exhibition The Story of Time
there, the clients commissioned Allies and
Morrison to explore ways of making the
Queen’s House fully accessible which might
also be permitted by English Heritage in this
most sensitive Ancient Monument.

Full inclusive access required:

■ a new visitor entrance which would not
involve stairs

■ installation of a lift to serve all levels

■ fully accessible toilet provision

These features were to be an integrated part
of the circulation pattern for all visitors.
Previously, the visitor entrance to the Queen’s
House had been through small side doors from
the former central carriageway into,

respectively, the Great Hall on the north side
and a corridor on the south, both of which
involved negotiating two sets of steps from the
colonnades. Attention turned to achieving
level access through the central basement
door, placed axially on the north front, down a
short flight of steps.

The external ground level was lowered by a
new, gently dished, semi-circular forecourt
forming a shallow ramp down to this doorway.
The axis of the building is emphasised by a
tongue of paving leading directly down to the
original entrance door. Inigo Jones’ original
door surround is still to be found on an inner
wall. This now provides a clear and accessible
entrance for all visitors from where the gallery
tour starts.

The location of the new lift and stair was the
next issue to be addressed, to take visitors
from the basement to the two upper gallery
floors. Symmetrically opposite the original
Tulip Stairs across the Great Hall was a space
containing a contorted staircase, a much later
addition. As the brick vault to the basement
had already been broken through here to take
a staircase in 1989, this seemed to be the one
place where a lift shaft could be inserted
without loss of intact fabric. 

The new staircase was designed as a cantilever
stair on the same structural principle as the

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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Inigo Jones’ sketch for the Queen’s House

The view from east to west showing the underside
of the bridge rooms crossing what is now a
cobbled courtyard
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Tulip Stairs. Treads are made of pre-cast
concrete units, the load being transferred
vertically from tread to tread. A steel string
bolted to the face of the brick shaft takes the
torsion load and locates the risers. A
continuous bronze handrail follows the sinuous
curve of the new three-storey staircase. The
balustrade is made of steel strips woven into a
grid, which distorts around the circular riser
sections – a visual parallel to the geometric
patterns of the black-and-white paving in the
Hall which transform from square to circle.
Visitor circulation has been transformed by this
second stair, which now allows a circuit
through the galleries with one route up and
the other down.

Within the basement, the brick vaults have
been re-rendered with a rough lime render.
The original 1617 brickwork had been exposed
in the 1989 restoration work carried out by the
Property Services Agency of the Department of

the Environment. A Victorian cementitious
render had been removed and the badly
spalled brickwork had been repaired in places
and left exposed. After much debate, it was
agreed that originally the brickwork had been
intended to be rendered, as it contained so
many original inconsistencies in vaulting, many
cut bricks and uneven coursing. Keying
scratches in the brickwork revealed the
presence of an early lime mortar. It was
replaced with a traditional lime render so that
the space is now lighter and clearer, as it
would have been when additional north
windows were closed by the addition of the
north terrace in the 1630s. The rough finish of
the render follows the uneven surface of the
brickwork below like a stretched skin and in
places reveals the bricks below. 

This project has given the Queen’s House
complete museum visitor facilities for the
first time. Now, the information desk,

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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Ground floor plan showing location of the new lift and stairs
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cloakroom, shop and toilets are discreetly
located in the basement. They mark the start
and finish of a coherent visitor route through
the house, which step by step reveals the
significance of this milestone in British
architectural history. 

English Heritage’s
account
by Paul Calvocoressi, former Inspector of
Historic Buildings, English Heritage

Considerations for access in
historic buildings

The Queen’s House at Greenwich is one of the
first true Renaissance buildings in England and,
as such, a major landmark in our architectural
history. It is a scheduled ancient monument, a
Grade I listed building, and a centrepiece of
the Maritime Greenwich World Heritage site.

Since 1937, it has been open to the public as
part of the NMM.

Because of its status as a scheduled monument,
scheduled monument consent from the
Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport
was required for the access improvement
works that are the subject of this study. English
Heritage’s role was to advise the Secretary of
State of the extent to which the monument’s
special architectural or historic interest would
be affected, and to recommend whether or
not consent should be granted.

The Queen’s House

It was Queen Anne of Denmark, wife of King
James I, who originally commissioned Inigo
Jones to build a villa at Greenwich. It was
located astride the Greenwich to Woolwich
Road, providing access from Greenwich Palace
to the park. Work started in 1616, but ceased
in 1618 when construction had only reached
ground floor level, owing to the Queen’s ill-
health (she died in 1619). It was taken up
again for Charles I’s wife, Henrietta Maria

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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New stair using the same restricted but now well
used vertical space as the lift

Inigo Jones’ Tulip stairs remain unchanged
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between 1620 and 1640, at which time the
terrace was added on the north side. After the
Restoration in 1660, John Webb, Jones’ former
assistant, carried on the work, converting
Jones’ original H-plan villa to its present four-
square arrangement by adding the two outer
bridges on the first floor. Further alterations
were carried out in the 18th century, including
changes to the stairs down from the north
terrace to accommodate a raised ground floor
level; between 1807–16, when the ranges now
occupied by the NMM were added; and in the
1930s, when the school, for which these ranges
had originally been intended, moved out and
the Museum took its place. These works
included a major restoration of the Queen’s
House and there was a further restoration
campaign in the late 1980s.

The project

One consequence of this rich and complicated
building history was that the horizontal and
vertical circulation within the building was
both tortuous and difficult, and there was no
level access into the building. For a major
public museum, this was clearly unsatisfactory.
The issue for English Heritage in considering
the Museum’s proposals to deal with the
situation was to ensure that essential access
improvements were achieved without
compromising the House’s integrity as a
historic monument, bearing in mind also that
for a large proportion of visitors, the house
itself was at least as important as the objects
being displayed.

The first proposals

English Heritage was first approached by the
Museum in 1997 with ideas for improving the
internal circulation. These had been prepared
by the architects Stanton Williams and
included:

■ incorporating the roadway space through
the building by enclosing it

■ improving circulation and means of escape
at ground floor level by forming new
doorways into the road, and

■ the provision of a lift to serve all three
floors

These ideas were considered by English
Heritage’s London Advisory Committee in
October 1997 after a site visit, and it was felt

that the first two would both seriously harm
the historic relationship of the house to its
site. However, the possibility of introducing a
lift did seem worth pursuing, although it was
felt that the Backstairs compartment on the
north side of the building, west of the Great
Hall, and behind the Queen’s Bedchamber,
would be a less disruptive location than the
site on the south side of the roadway
originally suggested.

Development of proposals

The Museum then decided to abandon the two
proposals affecting the roadway, and in 1998,
the architects, Allies and Morrison, were
appointed to work up ways of improving
access. Their proposals included a new staircase
and lift internally, and ramped access from the
exterior.

The lift and staircase

The Backstairs compartment was agreed to be
the only appropriate location. At the time, it
was occupied by three separate stairs, of which
the ground floor to basement flight was part
of the 1990s re-ordering, and the flights
between the ground floor and mezzanine and
the mezzanine and first floor were relatively
modest examples dating from the earlier 19th
century. It was clear from earlier plans that the
space had been intended from the start for
vertical circulation (balancing the Tulip Stair on
the other side of the Great Hall), but the
existing fabric was mostly of much more recent
date.

The lift shaft was located on the north side of
the compartment, making use of the opening
cut through the 17th century brick vault for
the 1990s basement stair. The staircase ran
through the basement to the first floor on the
opposite side. The construction also required
the loss of the two 19th century stairs and
more of the brick vaulting. It was considered,
though, that in the circumstances, this was
acceptable and that the proposals represented
an elegant solution to the problem of
providing better access within the house.
Moreover, the design of the new stair, with
the ingenious balustrading of interwoven
metal strips, seems to successfully complement
Inigo Jones’s Tulip Stair without trying to
upstage it.

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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The ramp

Improvement of the external access presented
greater problems. On the south side, access at
ground floor level into the Orangery was easy
to achieve with the provision of a small,
unobtrusive ramp.

However, on the north side, it was not so
simple. The existing access was through the
central doorway beneath the terrace and, via
the narrow basement passage, the original
entrance to the basement of 1616–18,
involving the descent of four steps into a
narrow well in front of the outer threshold
(see photo below).

Initially, this seemed to present the most
obvious route, but it was felt by the architects
that to introduce a ramp to accommodate such
a change of level would be architecturally
disruptive, particularly to the stairs down from
the terrace. The alternative option was to
bring the ramp down at the northwest corner
of the house, making use of the north window
opening on the west side of the basement.
This would have advantages in circulation
terms, being closer to the lift and to the

display areas, but it would also have
introduced an eye-catching, asymmetrical
element into a strongly symmetrical building,
which is part of a powerfully axial overall
composition, and it was on this ground that
English Heritage raised concerns when the
scheme was put to them in July 1998.

This prompted Allies and Morrison to look
again at the central axis, and to produce the
designs for what was eventually approved and
built. The sacrifice required to make the ramp
work was the cutting out of the footings to
the bottom of the original 1630s stairs, which
had survived below ground from when the
stairs had been adapted in the 18th century
and their replacement, after detailed
archaeological recording, with three new steps
on each side down to the new level. These are
of Portland stone, but detailed in a simpler
style, which is clearly of its own date and reads
clearly as a late 20th century edition.

The Queen’s House, Greenwich
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Well in front of the north entrance to the
basement, before the works, June 1988

Stairs to the north terrace, showing their 18th
century form, with the footings to the original 1630s
stairs revealed by excavation, September 1999

Stairs to the north terrace, showing the new steps
under construction, October 1998
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Balcony Gallery at the National Portrait Gallery
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Overview
by Adrian Cave 

The idea of ‘the deal’ which transformed the
National Portrait Gallery from a cramped 19th
century building to a spacious, modern art
gallery overthrew the constraints of the client’s
original brief. This is an important example of
how the ability to think creatively in three
dimensions can often be the key to improving
access in historic buildings. In this case, the
idea was to realise that by an exchange of
spaces between the National Portrait Gallery
and the National Gallery, there could be
unexpected benefits to both.

For the National Portrait Gallery, the most
significant advantage of the exchange was the
opportunity to create a large central space,
brightly lit with natural illumination from
above, which could become the main
circulation and organisational space of the
Gallery, unifying the internal spaces and
providing a clear sense of location and
orientation for visitors.

A big idea for a historic building is only valid if
carried through into the design of spaces,
construction and detailing, and this has been
achieved at the National Portrait Gallery with
consistency and flair. Although the main
stepped entrance is almost unchanged, an
improved, level entrance nearby provides
access into the building and via a platform lift,
to the shop and to a new lift which serves all

the main floor levels, including the café in the
basement and the restaurant at roof level. The
new lift, with doors on three sides to serve
intermediate levels, is located adjacent to the
main central space providing similar spatial
experiences for all visitors to the Gallery,
whether they travel by lift, steps or escalator. 

Access to the original galleries, which date
from the 19th century or early 20th century, is
improved in the redevelopment of the spaces
and by the new lift, but the real
transformation of the Gallery is a result of the
dramatic new space containing an escalator
and staircase, and by two adjoining new
galleries at upper floor levels.

The lower of these two galleries is bright and
open to the central space, while the upper
gallery is dark and enclosed, with very subdued
lighting for the conservation and display of
delicate works of art. The two galleries, both
with modern features and illumination, are a
perfect foil to the earlier and more traditional
galleries in the building.

Any visitor to the National Portrait Gallery is
led naturally towards the bright space at the
heart of the building, with the diagonal lines
of the escalator and the staircase leading
further upwards. On arriving into this central
space, the elegance of the detailing is evident
in the materials, handrails and wall lights of
the staircase and in the quality of the
reception desk. This unobtrusively provides
shelves at convenient heights for people who
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cannot bend down and for those who cannot
reach up, and provides this by a simple
extension of the staff work surface to one side
of the desk, an example of inclusive design
with elegance.

The café below pavement level makes
ingenious use of the formerly restricted spaces
in the basement, while the restaurant at roof
level provides extensive views towards
Whitehall over Trafalgar Square, which was
pedestrianised some five years after the
improvements to the National Portrait Gallery.
In common with many restaurants of the
1980s and 1990s, the hard surfaces of the
restaurant cause reverberation and noise
levels which make conversation difficult for
everyone, and almost impossible for hearing
impaired people.

The recent major projects at the National
Portrait Gallery and at Trafalgar Square, and
the earlier construction of the Sainsbury Wing
at the National Gallery, have brought new and
very popular activities, cultural uses and
aesthetic qualities to this important space in
London.

Client’s account
John Wykeham, Head of Administration,
National Portrait Gallery

Introduction

The National Portrait Gallery, designed by
Ewan Christian, first opened its doors on St
Martin’s Place in 1896. The impression of a
cultural fortress created by the moats and
sturdy railings that surround the building may
not have been dispelled by the interior. The
grand, rather processional front staircase led
visitors to the upper floors where most of the
paintings were hung. For much of the last
century, the building was largely unaltered
apart from the addition of a new wing in the
1930s and occasional refurbishment in period
style. With the increasing popularity of the
Gallery’s contemporary portraits, programmes
of special exhibitions and educational
activities, the need to provide more display
space and a more modern aspect became
pressing.

Development of the ground floor for 20th
century displays and special exhibitions, and
the creation of an education centre in the
1990s, marked a significant step forward.

Opening up the ground floor and creating a
new entrance in Orange Street provided step-
free public access to most of the building and
underlined the contemporary relevance of the
Gallery’s work. In doing so, however, the new
development also served to increase the sense
of focus on the immediately accessible,
leaving the period collections on the upper
floors more remote than before. Visitor
numbers increased from a plateau of circa
600,000 to nearly 900,000, but perhaps only
20 per cent were making their way to these
important parts of the displays. The increased
popularity of the Gallery also put pressure on
us to further improve visitor facilities,
particularly a more modern and accessible
lecture theatre, visitor information services
and somewhere for visitors to enjoy a coffee
or lunch. A radical solution, but one that
worked in harmony with the historic building,
was needed.

In 1994, the Gallery commissioned Jeremy
Dixon and Edward Jones to design a new wing,
or more accurately a new core to the building.
The challenge had been to identify a way in
which we could optimise the use of a rear yard
sandwiched between our building and the
National Gallery, over which our neighbours
had rights of light and access. Dixon Jones
came up with a proposal that persuaded the
National Gallery that they could make effective
use of our east wing and that we should offer
this in exchange for unfettered development
of the yard. The ‘deal’ was done, and as a
result we have effectively been able to create a
new building that sits alongside and opens up
the 19th century building.

While the new Ondaatje Wing provides a
stunningly fresh aspect to the Gallery and
modern facilities – a lecture theatre,
information centre, IT gallery and restaurant –
as well as new display spaces for the Tudor and
late 20th century collections, the way in which
it allows visitors to understand and to move
around the whole site is equally important.
Improving physical access was a key
requirement of the architects’ brief and
working within the constraints of the
surrounding Grade I listed building was a
major challenge. Connecting the new to the
old presented some sensitive design issues. 

The front entrance and staircase

While the Orange Street entrance had
provided easier access into the Gallery, the
route to the new ground floor hall from the St
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Martin’s Place entrance was barred to visitors
with mobility difficulties by Ewan Christian’s
front entrance steps and imposing staircase. 

The front entrance steps posed particular
problems, and although ideas were explored at
the time, and in a more recent access survey,
for various ramps and new openings, they
would all involve a significant intervention in
the appearance of the main entrance. To
circumvent the steps, we introduced a new lift
at our nearby shop entrance that both
provides level access to the interior and that
also helped us to develop the basement
beneath as a bookshop and café. This was the
one occasion that we felt that it would be
unjustified to interfere with an important part
of the historic architecture, given that we had
a reasonable alternative solution. 

Dealing with the staircase proved easier. At the
ground floor we created a new connection to
an existing lift in a narrow gap that runs
alongside the staircase. This gave lift access

from the foyer to the new entrance hall and to
the first floor, but not to the second floor
galleries where there was yet another change
in level between the staircase landing onto
which the lift opened and the main floor. The
solution was to raise the height of the landing
level with the main floor. This meant extending
the York stone stairs and creating a new
landing with mosaics to match the original – a
significant alteration to Ewan Christian’s
staircase but one that with careful detailing
earned the support of English Heritage.

The new entrance hall and
vertical circulation core

Making the front lift and staircase work more
effectively was important, but it was only a
small part of making the building more
accessible. The new entrance hall with its
escalator that rises directly to second floor
galleries and the start of the chronologically
ordered displays, the new, first floor balcony
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gallery that opens onto the hall and the large
openings into the Ewan Christian building
combine to give the building a legibility that
was entirely lacking before. It has been
described as a referential space and a visual
indicator that achieves more than any amount
of signage can hope to do.

At the heart of the new hall is an information
desk where visitors can plan their visit, obtain
a sound guide, or purchase tickets to special
exhibitions. On an adjacent mezzanine, visible
from the hall, is an IT gallery where visitors can
use touch screens to access information and
images of all the portraits in the Gallery’s
collection.

With increasing numbers of visitors
anticipated, and the quite understandable
demands for easier physical circulation, it was
essential that we were also able to introduce
more lifts into the building. Without sacrificing
the escalator and destroying the character of

the new hall, the only location for lifts seemed
to be the rear staircase that had been
introduced when the 1930s extension was
built. The demolition of this staircase to form a
new circulation core with two public lifts and a
new stairs might well have brought a veto
from English Heritage, but as with the front
stairs, we found them sympathetic and
supportive of our aims.

New galleries and visitor
facilities

If better access was a key driving force behind
the scheme, there were of course other equally
important objectives. The solutions to our
needs now seem beautifully simple and
obvious.

The rooftop with its superb views across
Whitehall provided the obvious location for a
restaurant. Extensively used by our visitors, it
has also become a destination restaurant
bringing new people to the Gallery and a
much-needed source of additional income.

On the second floor of the new wing, at the
head of the escalator, we were able to create a
display space for the earliest portraits in our
collection – key images from the Plantagenet
and Tudor periods that had previously
languished on one of the landings of the front
staircase and were inaccessible by lift.
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On the floor below, a new balcony gallery
provided space for the ever-growing collection
of 20th century portraits freeing space on the
ground floor for contemporary acquisitions.

With education as one of the Gallery’s central
purposes, we needed a new lecture theatre
to replace the antiquated 70-seat room
located in one corner of the 19th century
display. Situated below the new entrance hall
and accessible from the front foyer, the new
150-seat Ondaatje lecture-theatre has proved
of huge benefit in developing our
programme of lectures, conferences and
other activities.

The future

If the Dixon Jones scheme represented another
very big step forward in making the National
Portrait Gallery a more accessible and
enjoyable place to visit, it is by no means the
end of the story. Nor does it represent a
perfect or complete design solution in terms of
making the building fully accessible.

After four years of seeing how our visitors use
the building, we have recently commissioned
an access audit to look at what further
improvements and adjustments can be made.
Best practice in design has moved on and we
have had time to see what does not work as
well as it should. As a result, better accessible
toilets, external lighting, clearer signage, doors
that are easier to negotiate, a lecture theatre
auditorium that can be used more fully by
visitors in wheelchairs, are all on our action list
along with a number of other small
improvements. Perhaps the most important
improvement we can make is to provide lift
access to the one landing on the front staircase
where we still display paintings – the solution
adopted to circumvent the first flight of stairs
is one that will work here too.

Removing physical barriers, the main focus of
this piece, is of course only one component of
making the collections accessible and
enjoyable for all our visitors. Since 2000, the
Gallery has employed a full-time access officer
dedicated to improving intellectual access. In
consultation with disabled visitors and Gallery
staff, the Gallery has developed alternative
methods of interpreting the displays to
ensure they are accessible to all visitors. The
recent refurbishment of galleries displaying
portraits from the Regency period has
enabled the Gallery to develop highly

innovative ways to interpret the collection,
introducing IT to the display spaces, tactile
information for partially sighted and blind
visitors, and additional material on the
gallery’s sound guide. The use of large print
descriptions of paintings and tactile drawings
has also been introduced in the Tudor and
early 20th century displays. Gallery tours, talks
and practical workshops have been
established for children and adults with
learning difficulties, visually impaired and
deaf visitors. These programmes are
advertised on the Gallery’s website and
through publications such as the Royal
National Institute of the Blind’s (RNIB) New
Beacon magazine, the Royal National Institute
of Deaf People’s (RNID) Sign Matters journal
and websites for BSL users. The Gallery has
also published an access leaflet for visitors.

Training Gallery staff in access issues has been
of key importance in improving the service we
offer visitors. Our access officer provides
general disability awareness training for all
staff. We also provide more specific training in
the areas of mental health, adults with
additional needs, visually impaired, hearing
impaired and deaf groups. The Gallery has
recently piloted a basic British Sign Language
course with a deaf consultant that will become
part of the Gallery’s annual training
programme.

In April 2004 the Gallery was awarded the
National Excellence in England Gold Award,
Tourism for All, for its services and facilities for
disabled visitors.

Architect’s account
Interview with Edward Jones by Flora
Gathorne-Hardy

Q From your perspective as an architect, how
have attitudes towards issues of access and
inclusive design changed over recent years?

A There is a new sensibility towards access.
Allowing everyone access to buildings has
become second nature. Rather than bolting on
changes or relying on codes of conduct you
look up in a book, it tends now to come in
more automatically. A change of level rings
alarm bells.

The student trained in the 1950s or 1960s was
not so aware of these issues. There was no
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vocal lobby. So my generation of architects
needed a reassessment, which was not too
much of a problem as modernism had always
enjoyed ideas of ramps, of looking at the
ground as the principal level. The Penguin Pool
at London Zoo; Le Corbusier’s ramps: these are
the icons of modern architecture. On the other
hand, the 19th century architect who enjoyed
the temple on a plinth, its steps and
symmetrical fronts, would have found it much
more awkward.

Q You mention 19th century architectural
styles. What problems and opportunities have
you encountered in making changes to
historical buildings like the National Portrait
Gallery?

A I think a balance is needed – a balance must
be sought. If, for example, we reject external
flights of stairs, then we write off a great deal
of the past and some great moments in
architecture. It is interesting that in America in
the 19th and early 20th centuries, the plinth
and broad flight of stairs appeared on all great
public institutions. This big flight of steps on

libraries or city halls represented the breadth
of the constituency who were welcome. All
could enter. It was a symbol of democracy.
Now, you would not do it.

Entrance areas are fundamental. As an
architect, you do not want to upset people at
the entrance to a building. In our designs we
hope to establish the idea that the lift has a
place at the entrance as much as the staircase.
The vertical and the diagonal are set side by
side. In fact, many people do not want to climb
the flight of stairs. These are some of the
things we think about as we look at different
ideas.

But you cannot generalise about how to
strike this balance between respecting the
integrity of an historic building and
improving access. It depends on if the design
is any good! I am a believer in applying
common sense. Campaigning bodies are
important in changing points of view, but
there is a danger of polarising arguments and
this can create a minefield of problems for
the designer.
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Q You have talked about physical access. Were
there other aspects of design that helped
make the National Portrait Gallery more
inclusive?

A We thought about lighting. We looked at
landings and the edges of stairs. We decided to
distinguish the first and bottom tread on the
stairs and assume that the motor action of
each tread and good lighting would guide
people down the flight of stairs. We did not
want things to look overly caring. We did not
want to be condescending.

We have tackled the questions of information
and signage exhaustively for the Royal Opera
House and even then confusion can still arise.
For the National Portrait Gallery we knew we
could rely a great deal upon staff being there

to welcome people and answer their questions.
I think this is a good solution. A clear plan
does not require a lot of signage.

Q What kind of post-occupancy evaluations do
you carry out on projects such as the National
Portrait Gallery?

A Where there is a good rapport with the
client as in the case of the National Portrait
Gallery, we were very receptive to post-
occupancy practical discussions. For example,
the Portrait Gallery with its extraordinary view
down Whitehall is found to be very noisy for
some people. And so as part of our post-
occupancy evaluation we are presently
reviewing the acoustics. I believe it would be
very odd if the architect was not sensitive to
issues arising from the building in use.
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